Targeted Therapy in Liver Tumor: Study on Nanoparticle assisted with Porous Liver Model
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ABSTRACT
The high performance of Microwave ablation (MWA) is measured by the successful coagulate of the target tissues with less affecting the surrounding healthy tissues. To achieve this goal, the precious porous liver model is used for simulation and investigates how the improve performance when two key properties, thermal and electrical conductivity, have been changed. The investigation of selected nanoparticle, Carbon Nanotube (CNT), also has been included. The result has shown that increase thermal and electrical conductivity of target tissue in the porous liver promotes a higher heating rate and lower maximum temperature when compared with the normal porous liver tissue condition. The MWA performance has improved when the selected nanoparticle CNT included, improved lesion shape with a short tail when compared with normal tissues. In summary, this study gives the necessary aspect for principle knowledge of enhancing the MWA process and can use as a guideline to enhance the MWA efficacy.
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1. Introduction

Targeted therapy, especially MWA is a highly effective method due to the good result of demolishing unhealthy target tissue [1,2]. The advantage of MWA, compare to other energy sources, for example, laser, radiofrequency, or ultrasound, is the larger ablating zone and depth effectiveness [3-9].

Several MWA improvements have been presented in recent years. The antenna designs has been presented such as cooled-shaft antenna [10]-[11], Tri-axial [12]-[13], floating sleeve [14]-[15], and slot antenna [16]-[17]. The most suitable is the slot antenna because of the comfortable size and high effective coagulating result [18]-[19].

The key factor during the ablation process, duration, input microwave power, has been studied by Keangin et al [20]. However, there remains a limitation of MWA even with recent improvement strategies, the slot antenna gave the lesion backward heating and damage the surrounding healthy tissues [21]-[23].

In this study, the porous liver model with the energy equation and momentum equation has proposed. The investigation gives the essential aspect of a fundamental understanding of heat transport within porous liver cancer. The enhance of MWA with nanoparticle has investigated and can be used as a guideline to enhance the efficacy design of MWA.

Nomenclature

\( k \) : propagation constant (m\(^{-1}\))

\( C \) : speed of light (m/s)

\( r \) : dielectric radius (m)

\( \vec{H} \) : Magnetic field (A/m)

\( u, w \) : velocity component (m/s)

\( p \) : pressure (Pa)

\( d_p \) : diameter of cell tissue (m)

\( C_p \) : specific heat capacity (J/kg °C)

\( \vec{E} \) : Electric field (V/m)

\( g \) : gravitation constant (m\(^2\)/s)

\( K \) : thermal conductivity (W/(m°C))

\( P \) : input microwave power (W)

\( Q \) : heat source (W/m\(^3\))

\( t \) : time (s)

\( T \) : temperature (°C)

Greek Symbols

\( \omega \) : angular frequency (rad/s)

\( \rho \) : density of liver tissue (kg/m\(^3\))

\( \varepsilon_0 \) : permittivity of free space (F/m)

\( \varepsilon_r \) : relative permittivity (-)

\( \sigma \) : electric conductivity (S/m)

\( \mu_r \) : relative permeability

\( \nu \) : kinematics viscosity (m\(^2\)/s)

\( \phi \) : tissue porosity

\( \beta \) : coeff. of thermal expansion (K\(^{-1}\))

\( \kappa \) : permeability (m\(^2\))

Subscripts

\( b \) : blood/fluid phase

\( t \) : tissue/solid phase

\( ext \) : external

\( eff \) : effective value

\( inner \) : inner

\( liver \) : liver

\( met \) : metabolism

2. Problem statement

2.1 The backward heating problem

The backward heating remains a serious effect in the MWA process. It has been more serious when input power and operating durations are increased due to achieve larger lesions [20]. Fig.1 shows the backward heating problem. The photo took by our experiments performed ex-vivo with bovine liver tissue. This photo clearly shows a tear-drop shape lesion with a long tail.

Fig.1. Demonstration of backward heating shape

To leverage the MWA performances, the two key tissue properties that are
thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity, are main factor for heat transportation in tissue. There are few studies investigate these factors, how the influence of thermal and electrical conductivity affects the blood velocity, temperature distribution in the ablation zone. Since the nanoparticle is required to elevate these two properties and investigate the result of how improving performance on temperature distribution and the ablation zone.

The influences of thermal and electrical conductivity with selected nanoparticles CNT are investigated. The newly investigated nano-hyperthermia proposed interesting ability in tumor treatment [36]. Nano-assisted cryosurgery has been proposed interesting result [37]. The magnetite (Fe$_3$O$_4$), Magnesium Oxide (MgO) and Diamond have been used to promote the thermal ablation [38]. The cylindrical carbon nanotube (CNT) has been introduced to RFA treatment and gave a good performance in the absorption of excess radiofrequency radiation [39].

In recent years, the good performance of nanoparticle assisted hyperthermia has shown positive impact [24]. Furthermore, the success of loading nanoparticle into a liver tumor is effective, to leverage the thermal and conductivity properties of liver tumor [25]-[27]. Unfortunately, only a few existing research that reports the investigation of MWA performance liver tumor therapy with nanoparticle assisted.

The performance of cancer treatment by using nanoparticle assisted hyperthermia has shown a positive impact, furthermore, the success of loading nanoparticle into the liver tumor is effective, especially the increase of thermal and electrical conductivity properties of liver tumor. Unfortunately, only a few existing studies that report the investigation of the MWA performance liver cancer treatment with nanoparticle assisted.

### 2.2 The precision of simulation heat transfer model

The key study in MWA performance is the precious heat transfer model. It is one of benefit tool to predict and enhance MWA treatment process. Unfortunately, there are few studies in the realistic physical model of the liver tumor. Since the complexity of the biological tissue that including with liver tissue, cell and microvascular with blood flow direction in the example, only a few studies that considered the heat transfer model with porous media theory [28]-[30].

The porous liver model with the energy equation and momentum equation has proposed. The influence of thermal and electrical conductivity in the porous liver model along with selected nanoparticles, Carbon Nanotube (CNT) has investigated. The transient momentum equation (Brinkman model extended with Darcy model) together with the transient energy equation including with electromagnetic equation, is conducted. The simulation equation and boundary conditions are calculated by using the axisymmetric FEM via COMSOL™ Multiphysics. The proposed model has been verified with previous work bio-heat models and experimental results with the same conditions. The simulation results of temperature distribution, blood velocity profile with influences of thermal and electrical conductivity factor and the selected nanoparticles CNT are presented. The investigation gives the essential aspect of a fundamental understanding of heat transport in porous liver tumors and selected nanoparticles and can be used as a guideline to enhance the efficacy of MWA for future study.

### 3. Simulation Methodology

#### 3.1 Slot Microwave Antenna model

The single-slot microwave antenna has been used because of the appropriate size for insertion into the human liver. Fig. 2 has shown the antenna model structure with a slot ring of 1 mm. and position of slot far
from short circuit tip 5.5 mm. The operating frequency is 2.45 GHz. Table 1 and Fig. 2 give the antenna dimension and dielectric properties respectively [20].

3.2 Porous Liver model

The porous liver can be separate into three main parts. Which are blood vessels, cells, and interstitial space [29]-[30]. The porous liver can simplicity considered into two distinct regions. One is the vascular region (blood vessels/fluids phase). Another one is the extravascular region (tissue cell and interstitial space/solid phase). This assumes that the whole anatomical structure as a fluid-saturated porous medium through the blood infiltrates [30]. The porous liver model in this study is considered into two parts, tumor, and normal liver tissue. Fig. 2 has shown the porous liver model structure.

![Fig. 2 Structure of the antenna and Axis symmetrical model structure [20]](image)

Table1. The dielectric properties of a slot microwave antenna [20]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Dielectric</th>
<th>Catheter</th>
<th>Slot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative permittivity, ( \varepsilon_r ) (-)</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric conductivity, ( \sigma ) (s/m)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative permeability, ( \mu_r ) (-)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tumor is a spherical shape with a diameter of 20 mm. The axis-symmetric model is used to minimizing the calculation time which maintains a good resolution. The thermal conductivity properties and dielectric properties of normal tissues and tumors have been given in Table 2 [30]-[32].

3.3 The Mathematical Model

The electromagnetic field propagation in microwave coaxial antenna and equation for heat transfer with blood flow are described as following:

3.3.1 Electromagnetic field

The equation of electric field and magnetic fields in the Transverse Electromagnetic field (TEM), which propagate in the coaxial antenna, is described in symmetrical cylindrical coordinates (2D axis r-z):

Electric field

\[
\vec{E} = E_r \hat{r} \quad (1)
\]

Magnetic field

\[
\vec{H} = H_\phi \hat{\phi} \quad (2)
\]

Where

\[
C = \frac{ZP}{\sqrt{\pi \cdot \ln(r_{outer}/r_{inner})}} \quad (3)
\]

The inner dielectric radius (\( r_{outer} \)) and the outer dielectric radius (\( r_{inner} \)) have been given in Fig2., respectively [20].

In a typical MWA using a slot antenna, the thermal energy is created from the conversion of the magnetic energy when the magnetic field is radiated to the target porous liver. The Transverse Magnetic field is represented by the equation as follow:

\[
\nabla \times \left[ \left( \frac{j \sigma}{\varepsilon_0 \omega} \right) \nabla \times \vec{H}_\phi \right] - \varepsilon_r \mu_0 k_0^2 \vec{H}_\phi = 0 \quad (4)
\]

Where \( \varepsilon_0 = 8.8542 \times 10^{-12} \) F/m [11], relative permittivity (\( \varepsilon_r \)) = 2.03, the electric
conductivity \((\sigma) = 0\) and relative permeability \((\mu_r) = 1\).

Meanwhile, the boundary conditions for axis symmetry at \(r = 0\), boundary condition for porous liver and slot antenna boundary condition and electromagnetic wave propagation assumption have been obtained from literature P. Keangin et al [20]. Therefore Fig. 3 has shown the detail of the boundary condition for this study.

![Fig. 3. Boundary conditions for this study](image)

### 3.3.2 Equation for blood flow and thermal transport

To study the transient temperature distribution within the porous liver tumor and normal tissue as shown in Fig. 3, the coupled model of electromagnetic wave propagation, blood flow, and thermal transport have been analyzed. The surrounding of the porous liver is equal to 37 °C as fixed temperature whereas the surface between the antenna and the porous liver, the adiabatic boundary condition has been considered. For simplicity, several assumptions have been obtained from our previous group work [33].

#### 3.3.3 Momentum equation

To describe the blood flow phenomenon in porous liver tumors and normal tissue, the Brinkman model extended Darcy model is used. The equations that explained the blood flow in the porous liver are given from the continuity equation (5) and momentum equation (6) and (7) as follows [33]:

\[
\frac{1}{\rho_b} \left[ \frac{\partial p}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot \left( \rho_b \mathbf{u} \right) \right] + \frac{1}{\rho_b} \left[ \frac{\partial u}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial w}{\partial z} \right] = 0
\]  
\[
\frac{1}{\rho_b} \left[ \frac{\partial \mathbf{v}}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot \left( \rho_b \mathbf{v} \mathbf{u} \right) \right] = -\frac{1}{\rho_b} \left[ \frac{\partial p}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot \left( \rho_b \mathbf{u} \right) \right] + \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial t^2} + \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial z^2} - \frac{uw}{\kappa} - \frac{1}{\rho_b} \left[ \frac{\partial \mathbf{v}}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot \left( \rho_b \mathbf{v} \mathbf{u} \right) \right] = \frac{\partial \mathbf{v}}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot \left( \rho_b \mathbf{v} \mathbf{u} \right) = -\frac{1}{\rho_b} \left[ \frac{\partial \mathbf{v}}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot \left( \rho_b \mathbf{v} \mathbf{u} \right) \right] + \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial t^2} + \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial z^2} - \frac{uw}{\kappa} + g \beta (T - T_\infty) \]
The tumor porosity \( (\phi_{\text{tumor}}) = 0.7 \) and normal tissue porosity \( (\phi_{\text{tissue}}) = 0.6 \). The kinematic viscosity \( (\nu) = 3.78 \times 10^{-7} \text{ m}^2/\text{s} \), the coefficient of thermal expansion \( (\beta) = 11 \times 10^{-4} \text{ K}^{-1} \). The permeability \( (\kappa) \) can be calculated by the following equation [33]:

\[
\kappa = \frac{d^2 d_0^2}{175(1-\phi)^2}
\]  

(8)

Where diameter of cell tissue \( (d_p) = 1 \times 10^{-4} \text{ m} \).

### Energy Equation

#### 3.3.4 Energy Equation

The transient energy equation governing the thermal phenomena that created in porous liver tumor have been described as [33]:

\[
(\rho C_p)_T \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} + (\rho C_p)_b \left[ u \frac{\partial T}{\partial r} + w \frac{\partial T}{\partial z} \right] = K_{\text{eff}} \left[ \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial r^2} + \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial T}{\partial r} + \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial z^2} \right] + Q_{\text{net}} + Q_{\text{ext}}
\]  

(9)

\[
(\rho C_p)_T \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} + (\rho C_p)_b \left[ u \frac{\partial T}{\partial r} + w \frac{\partial T}{\partial z} \right] = K_{\text{eff}} \left[ \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial r^2} + \frac{1}{r} \frac{\partial T}{\partial r} + \frac{\partial^2 T}{\partial z^2} \right] + Q_{\text{net}}
\]  

(10)

\[ K_{\text{eff}} = (1-\phi)K_r + \phi K_b \]  

(11)

The external heat source \( (Q_{\text{ext}}) \) have been created by the electromagnetic and assumes created from tissue/solid phase only, can be expressed as [33]:

\[
Q_{\text{ext}} = \frac{\sigma |E|^2}{2}
\]  

(12)

#### 3.3.5 The cooperated nanoparticle in MWA calculation

##### 3.3.5.1 Thermal conductivity

The conventional Hamilton-Crosser (H-C) model have been used in calculation the cooperated thermal conductivity between nanoparticle and liver tumor tissue [34]. When the spherical nanoparticle is injected to the space between cells, the H-C model express the merged thermal conductivity and heat capacity expressed by

\[
k_{\text{eff, np}}(T) = \frac{k_{\text{eff}}(T) + 2k_{\text{eff}}(T) + 2\eta(k_{\text{eff}}(T) - k_{\text{np}})}{k_{\text{eff}} + 2k_{\text{np}} - \eta(k_{\text{eff}}(T) - k_{\text{np}})}
\]  

(13)

For the non-spherical structure merged nanoparticle CNT calculation. Glory et al [35] have proposed thermal conductivity for non-spherical nanoparticle as following equation:

\[
k_{\text{eff, np}}(T) = \frac{c_{\text{eff}}(T) + k_{\text{eff}}(T) + (n-1)k_{\text{np}} - (n-1)\eta(k_{\text{eff}}(T) - k_{\text{np}})}{k_{\text{eff}} + (n-1)k_{\text{np}} - \eta(k_{\text{eff}}(T) - k_{\text{np}})}
\]  

(14)

where \( \eta = \frac{12h}{d} \) \( 1/3 \)

##### 3.3.5.2 Electrical conductivity

In this study the electrical conductivity model of nanoparticle applied from the Maxwell’s model [31]. The effective electrical conductivity when merged with nanoparticle is expressed by the following equation:

\[
\sigma_{\text{eff, np}}(T) = \sigma(T) \cdot \frac{\frac{3(\sigma_{\text{np}}(T) - \sigma(T))}{\sigma_{\text{np}}(T) + 2\eta \sigma(T)} - (\sigma_{\text{np}}(T) - \sigma(T))^{\eta}}{3(\sigma_{\text{np}}(T) - \sigma(T))^{\eta}}
\]  

(17)

Since the nanoparticle has much larger conductivity than liver tumor conductivity, the equation (17) can rewrite as

\[
\sigma_{\text{eff, np}} = (1 + 3\eta)\sigma
\]  

(18)

### 3.4 Calculation Procedure

The transient phenomenon has been analyzed by using the Finite Element Method (FEM) based on COMSOL™ multiphysics. The two models of an electromagnetic equation with blood flow equation and heat transport are conducted. The temperature distribution, blood flow and ablation area that occur in the porous liver are described. The simulation starts from calculating electromagnetic wave which creates heat sources in terms of an external heat source. Then calculate the time-dependent temperature that occurs in the porous liver. The calculation process has been continuing until the target heating
time. The axisymmetric FEM model is used by using the triangular element with Lagrange quadratic shape functions. The partial differential equations with the designed boundary are conducted. The simulation has been conducted until the stability result in which the independent fine mesh is to be around 22,405.

4. Result and discussion

4.1. The model verification

The verification of the present porous liver model is compared with the simulation result of Keangin et al [20] and experimental result of Yang et al [31]. All condition has been set in same condition input microwave power 75 W with frequency 2.45 GHz with the temperature start from 8 °C and the antenna insert depth is 20 mm. The validation results have been shown in Fig. 4 for the temperature distribution in the porous liver tissue at position 4.5 mm. and 9.5 mm. away from the slot antenna. The result has shown that the porous model is better complying with experimental data than the conventional bioheat at the same approximate time range. Since the porous liver show performance with convective heat together with conduction heat, while the conventional bioheat is contained with only conduction heat mode.

The porous liver model has been studied for prediction when the key properties in the model have been changed. The influence of two keys properties, the thermal conductivity (K) and electrical conductivity (σ) on the temperature distribution in the porous liver with blood flow have been investigated. The tumor is the spherical shape with a diameter of 10 mm. A study of each parameter has been conducted to investigate the result of each factor separately. The results of changed properties when nanoparticles apply to cells also have been investigated.

4.2 The influence of thermal and electrical conductivity in porous liver with blood flow model

The influences of thermal conductivity in the porous liver with blood flow are investigated. The effective performance of MWA depends on the characteristic of the temperature profile, which determines by the key property thermal conductivity in the MWA process. The simulation of various thermal conductivity properties in the porous liver has been conducted. The heating time is 300 sec. and microwave input power (P) equal 10 watts. Fig. 5 (a) - 5 (d) has shown the temperature profile and blood flow profile within the porous liver. The various thermal conductivities of tumors have been investigated by increasing 1.5, 2.0, and 4.0 times of normal tumor condition respectively. The figure illustrates the hot spot zone, maximum temperature and blood velocity for each condition.

The effectiveness of the MWA process is to elevate the precision of the ablation area without effect the healthy tissue around the tumor. In this section, the effects of thermal property in the ablation zone in the porous liver with blood flow model have been investigated. Fig. 6 has shown the geometry of the temperature measurement point along with the arc of the tumor. The microwave input power is 10 watts. Fig. 6 (a) – 6(d) have shown the result of temperature at each measurement point within the various thermal properties. It is found that when the thermal conductivity increase, the maximum temperature will decrease. Furthermore, increase thermal conductivity such as 100 or 1000 times, results in a smaller variation of temperature in the porous liver. This is because when increase thermal conductivity will generate heat to all area rapidly with blood flow and makes temperature distribute in a uniform shape.
Fig. 4 The Verification result of the liver tissue temperature

Fig. 5 The temperature pattern and blood flow vector within the porous liver at various thermal conductivity: (a) Normal tumor thermal conductivity (b) Increase 1.5 time of normal tumor condition (c) Increase 2 time of normal tumor condition (d) Increase 4 time of normal tumor condition
Fig. 6 The temperature distribution along the arc section of tumor at various porous liver thermal conductivity properties: (a) Normal tumor thermal conductivity (b) Increase 4 time of normal tumor condition (c) Increase 100 time of normal tumor condition (d) Increase 1000 time of normal tumor condition.

4.3 The influence of selected nanoparticles on thermal and electrical conductivity in porous liver

The nanoparticle CNT with volume fraction \( \eta = 0.5 \) has loaded in the equation 13 to 18, compared the result with normal tumor tissue condition. Fig. 7 shows the simulation result of the tumor temperature contour between normal tissue and loaded nanoparticle CNT with volume fraction \( \eta = 0.5 \). The red line is 50 °C line. Fig. 7 (a) shows the red line that did not cover the tumor 100% even though the simulation duration reaches 1000 sec. and produces a 12 mm. tail range. Fig. 7 (b) shows the red line cover tumor 100% with a simulation time 75 sec. and produce a 4 mm. tail range. Since the CNT has increased the thermal conductivity in tumor tissue, it can conclude the improved performance of MWA from these comparisons.

Fig. 7 Temperature contour compare between (a) Normal tissue and (b) nanoparticle CNT loaded with volume fraction \( \eta = 0.5 \)

5. Conclusion

The Microwave ablation mathematical simulation model of heat transfer and blood
flow within the porous liver have been developed. Specifically, study the influence of thermal and electrical properties on treatment outcome and efficacy. The mathematical model has been validated with the experimental data which conducted in previous work [31]. It is found that the simulation result of the porous liver model has better result than conventional bioheat model when compared with previous experimental data [31].

Clinical treatment with MWA requires accurate control of various parameter due to the lesion creation need to create without effect to healthy tissue. To enhance the MWA process, the proposed porous liver tumor with two key properties has been investigated. The two key properties have been selected and studied in more detail for the effectiveness in the improvement MWA process. Thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity properties have been selected with the proposed porous liver model. The selected nanoparticle CNT has been included and investigate. The selected nanoparticle has been studied by using the conventional Hamilton-Crosser (H-C) thermal conductivity model [34]. The two main properties in porous liver model have been recalculated on the volume fraction. The thermal effective and electrical effective that sharing by volume fraction between selected nanoparticle and liver tumor properties, using porous liver model have been conducted. The simulation has been conducted and key finding that emerged from the result include:

(1) The proposed porous liver model gave good result than conventional bioheat when compare to the previous experimental data. It can be confirmed that the porous media theory is the most suitable theory for heat transfer in biological tissue. The proposed porous liver model with momentum equation is proved and can be apply to the realistic model in MWA process simulation.

(2) The higher thermal conductivity is introduced to the targeted tumor tissue and found that the maximum temperature is reduced since the heat transfer and blood flow in the proposed model phenomena. Even though the temperature still higher than 50°C in ablating zone. To promote heat transfer between MWA antenna and target tumor tissue, some particle having high thermal conductivity properties such as nanoparticle needed to introduce and investigate in the future study. For the same situation, when higher electrical conductivity is introduced to the targeted tumor tissue, the maximum temperature, and heating rate are increased.

(3) The higher thermal conductivity promotes the MWA treatment by lowering the hot spot zone of tumor tissue temperature, lead to a more uniform temperature distribution within the tumor tissue. The higher thermal conductivity gives lower variation temperature in the targeted tumor. This is very usefully for elevate MWA efficiency and decrease the harmful during the MWA process.

(4) The residual tail or backward heating reduces 300 % when the higher thermal conductivity CNT loaded to targeted tumor. Since high thermal conductivity affects the temperature distribution to be uniform and absorb the temperature created from microwave power better than no particle loaded tumor tissue.

This key investigation obtains the necessary aspects of a principle knowledge of enhancing the MWA treatment process. It can be used as a guideline to study more for enhancing the MWA treatment process. Even the backward heating remains but the result has been given better results and sees more change to improve the MWA process treatment.
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